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On the Sz.-Nagy–Foias functional calculus

LÁSZLÓ KÉRCHY

The Sz.-Nagy–Foias functional calculus, operating with bounded analytic func-
tions on the open unit disc, proved to be an efficient tool in the study of Hilbert
space contractions. After making an overview of some basic structure theorems
yielded by this calculus, we introduce the quasianalytic spectral set of a contrac-
tion. Roughly speaking this is the largest measurable set on the unit circle sat-
isfying the condition that if a decreasing sequence of functions is asymptotically
non-vanishing on this set then the corresponding functions of the contraction form
a decreasing sequence of operators which is also asymptotically non-vanishing. We
show how this spectral invariant can be used in the study of the hyperinvariant
subspace problem.

When does the Fuglede-Kadison determinant vanish?

HANFENG LI

For any countable group, one may consider the Fuglede-Kadison determinant
of an element in the integral group ring. We consider the question when the
determinant vanishes. This is answered by a result of Kronecker for the integer
group case, and by Schmidt for general finitely generated free abelian groups. A few
years ago, Deninger proposed an answer for the case the element is invertible in the
group algebra of absolutely summable functions. I will answer Deninger’s question
for the case of sofic groups. The tools used are sofic entropy and combinatorial
independence.


